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Abstract—There has been enormous interest in Data-driven
Surgery, especially in the context of robot-assisted interventional
procedures, fueling a need for acquiring and analyzing surgical
tasks to improve the efficacy of modern surgical procedures.
This work proposed a camera-based framework using image
processing technique to acquire trajectory data of surgical
instruments. This image processing approach enables
marker-less acquisition of trajectory information without joint
sensor information of the robot joints. Leveraging the wealth of
surgical video data using data analytics, it is hoped that the
information extracted lay a foundation for task analysis and
eventually contributes towards the advancement of Surgical
Data Science by via a video data-driven approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
The need for instrument trajectory data analysis during
interventional procedures is motivated by a strong interest in
Surgical Data Science [1, 2] fueled by the wealth of data in
modern interventional procedures. Despite modern
data-driven interventional strategies, the increasingly
complex surgical techniques continue to rely highly on
manual competency. To bridge the gap between contemporary
digital technology and the surgical practice, there is a need to
tap on the wealth of digital data available with a ubiquitous
camera-based approach for trajectory tracking and analysis.
II. METHOD
We present a camera-based approach using image
processing to acquire surgical instrument trajectories from
video data. The method consists of a planar visual tracking
technique using passive features to extract features for the tool
trajectory. The focus is on the extraction of the planar and
point features for recovering positional information of the
rigid distal end of the instrument without any external sensor.

tool trajectories from the surgical video data. This
development is proposed based on a problem statement that
identifies the needs in existing practices, the defined gaps in
contemporary state-of-the-art technology for camera-based
tracking and the specified requirements. This formalized
design concept ensures systematic development of a solution
that is relevant, technically feasible, and contributes towards
existing level of technology.
Based on the conceptualized solution, functional
capabilities of the tracking solutions will be implemented for
testing with existing video data of robot-assisted minimally
invasive surgeries. A homography-based pose estimation
approach coupled with a model-based 2D-3D registration
technique will be proposed. This approach will further
combine an optimization step on the sequential estimates
based on the kinematics constraint of the pivoted motion in
minimally invasive surgery. The proposed workflow is
digitizing the surgical video data to Tool Trajectory Data for
information extraction as illustrated in Figure. 1 middle
cluster.
Apart from the development aspect, experiment and
validation of the developed system will be carried out to
analytically to study the proposed method. The analytical
study will include both qualitative and quantitative evaluation
of the developed system in terms of consistency, accuracy and
robotustness. Apart from inspecting the feature extraction of
actual surgical video, motion estimation accuracy and
robustness will be quantitative evaluated through user subject
test on a robot-assisted surgical simulation platform as
illustrated in the bottom cluster of Figure. 1. Benchmarking
against gold standard measurement can be performed in the
test platform environment.

The development methodology of the vision-based
trajectory
analysis
approach
includes
design
conceptualization, technical implementation, and evaluation
study with experiments and validations. This is graphically
summarized in Figure 1. The design concept of the proposed
development includes a pipeline of image processing methods
and photogrammetry techniques to extract information of the
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Figure 1.

Overview of the proposed development of the framework
towards data drive surgery

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the 2D path of the tool shaft can be
recovered from the image frames of the endoscopic video data.
This work focuses on feature extraction to be extended to the
pose estimation. The distal end of the surgical instruments in
tracked by matching a template over the image sequence [3]
and the shaft edge localized using Canny Edge Detection [4]
the Hough transformation [5].

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
To evaluate the feature detection capability, quantitative
measurement of the localization error is studied. For the
detection of the line edges, all involved candidate points
(N=4171) in the voted coordinates are used for measurement
of geometrical error which is then used for failure rejection.
Validation of the rejected lines are further visually inspected.
The average error of the line detection is reported in Table I.
Table I. Error of Automatic Line Detection
Detected Line

Error (Pixels)

# of Candidate Points

Accepted Line

1.31

178.0

Rejected Linea

96.2

152.8
a. Validated through visual inspection

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Figure 2.

Image Processing from Endoscopic Surgical Scene

The distal end of the surgical tool is tracked by matching a
template over the sequence of image frames. The
cross-correlation wcc(u,v) at pixel coordinates (u, v) of the
template g(p,q) and an image f(p,q) in a particular frame is
expressed as
P

Q

wcc ( u, v ) =  g ( p, q ) f ( p + u, q + v )

()

While this paper features a preliminary conceptual study,
it is highly motivated by research interest and practical needs.
Future work to incorporate model-based registration will
completely solve the recovery of surgical tool configuration
for surgical task model and analysis. Further validation of the
development framework will be carried out in a controlled
simulation environment. This can be done using the
Mater-slave system in our laboratory to simulate surgical task
procedures on phantom model while collecting video data for
analysis.
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for a P x Q patch and U x V image. To account for intensity
variation, we normalize wcc(u,v) to obtain the coefficient
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G = ( g ( p, q ) − g ) and F = f ( p + u, q + v ) − f (u, v ) .
Notation g and f represent the mean intensity value in the
template and the window overlapping the patch, respectively.
The edge of the tool shaft is detected using linear Hough
Transformation. Hough space (in polar coordinates). This is a
mapping of the parameters (m, b) from the linear equation
where

ax + by + c = 0 

()

to the parameters (r, θ) in the Hough space expressed as
()
r = x cos  + y sin  
A planar feature of the cross-section view of the tool is
extracted to recover 3D positional information as illustrated in
Figure 3.. Configuration of the articulating end effector could
be solved given the geometric model of the specific tool [6,7].

Figure 4. Image Processing from Endoscopic Surgical Scene

Highly motivated by research interests and practical needs,
this work proposes an image processing approach to acquire
surgical tool motion to establish the provision for data-driven
understanding of surgical tasks. The long-term goal is to
contribute towards the advancement of Surgical Data Science.
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